INNOVATIONS IN
INTERNATIONALISATION
AT HOME (IIH2020)
THE POWER OF CO-CREATION

CALL FOR PAPERS IIH2020
Conference: Friday 24 April 2020 (9:30am – 4:30pm)
Location: Darwin College- University of Kent, Canterbury
Join colleagues from across the sector for our second annual one-day conference, at
the University of Kent, to share good practice in the fields of Internationalisation at
Home and Internationalisation of the Curriculum. Explore this year’s theme which is:
‘The Power of Co-creation’. Share the successes and challenges from your own
institutional and classroom context and pick up new strategies to develop your
approach to global education.
Overview:
Building on the great success of IIH2019, we are pleased to announce our second one-day conference, at
the University of Kent, to share good practice in the fields of internationalisation at home and
internationalisation of the curriculum. At IIH2019 we welcomed speaker submissions from representatives
from more than 18 different institutions in the UK and overseas and we look forward to extending our
network at IIH2020.We welcome submissions which relate to any aspect of Internationalisation at Home or
Curriculum Internationalisation and connect with our theme, this year, which is ‘The Power of CoCreation’. Presentations or workshops should focus on research or tried-and-tested good practice in
globally-focused Higher Education or educational support activities. We are particularly interested in:








Research and classroom practice which can be linked to meaningful outcomes in student
experience for both home and international students
Ventures which seek to develop intercultural awareness between home and international students
Mechanisms for encouraging and supporting internationalisation in different academic disciplines
Examples of embedding internationalised learning outcomes
Internationalisation within formal and informal contexts
Internationalisation activities which harness technology for transnational communications
Strategies for engaging colleagues in internationalisation at home

Types of session:
Sessions at IIH2020 will be either presentations or workshops, with audience participation. Presentations
and workshops will be 30 minutes in duration, including questions.
Abstract and submission information:
Speaker proposals should be submitted by email in the form of an abstract of no more than 300 words to:
iih-conference@kent.ac.uk before 5pm on 20 March 2020. This should include a title of no more than 50
words and the names, institutional affiliation, job titles and email addresses of all presenters. Please
identify your session as either a presentation or a workshop.
Register (£65): https://www.kent.ac.uk/global/iih/

